Color, cut and create your own Nativity set

You will need:
1. fine-tip markers or colored pencils
2. scissors
3. tape
4. paper clips (optional)

Print pages 1, 2 and 3 (white card stock preferred, but not necessary). Follow the directions provided for each piece of your Nativity set.

Tip: Color the figures, roof, walls, star and trees before cutting.

Tip: Tape a paper clip to each tab once folded under to keep figures from tipping over.

The figures in the activity are based on the Nativity set from Denmark by Anne Beate. This set is part of the Van Mullekom Collection in the Marian Library Crèche Collection, University of Dayton.
Stable walls

Stable roof
CUT ALONG DOTTED LINE
Slide stem of star between the roof and back wall near top point of roof.
Tape in place.
Assembled stable for reference: